Mississippi Department of Marine Resources and Mississippi Gulf Fishing Banks, Inc.


Summary
During this period there were three construction trips, two trips on FH-12 and one on FH-13.

On July 3, DMR met Gulf Stream Marine on site at FH-12 to deploy a derelict barge that was removed across from the Palace Casino. This barge was a 80’ X 30’ marine construction barge. The barge was cut in 6 sections and deployed. Also deployed was the last two APC’s.

030703 406FH12 APC- 30 01.862/88 46.008
030703 407FH12 APC- 30 01.882/88 46.010
030703 408 Derelict Barge
Position: 30 01.910/88 46.004 and 30 01.910\88 45.995
These are the greatest concentrations of material.
030708 409 “Abstract Barge”.
Position : 30 03.673/88 32.137
This was a flat barge approximately 130’ x 45’ x 6’. With help from the
DMR and Collie, a maze of steel was welded on top to create a more edge
effect. DMR met tug “Jim Collie” on FH-13 for deployment. The barge has
a relief of 8’.
On July 10, DMR met Gulf Stream Marine on site at FH-12 to deploy a derelict barge that was removed near Williams Paving. This barge was a 230’ X 35’ Tanker barge. The barge was cut in 7 large sections and deployed in three concentrations.